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Defense chief: Iraqis lack ‘will to fight’
Militants faced little resistance
in Ramadi despite being
outnumbered, Carter says
By GREG JAFFE
and LOVEDAY MORRIS
WASHINGTO N P O S T

Defense Secretary Ashton Carter
warned that Iraqi troops will not be
able to defeat the Islamic State until
they develop a “will to fight,” reflecting the deep level of frustration and
surprise inside some quarters of the

Obama administration in the wake
of the Iraqi military’s collapse in Ramadi last week.
His comments, in an interview
that aired on Sunday, came after
fighters with the Islamic State,
which had appeared to be retreating
in parts of Iraq, swept through the
western Iraqi city of Ramadi and
were gaining ground in Syria.
President Barack Obama has described the losses as a “tactical setback” and said that the administration’s overall strategy in Iraq and Syria
would not change. Carter’s comments,
though, suggested deeper problems

with Iraqi forces. His remarks about
the recent Iraqi defeats in Ramadi, a
city where scores of U.S. troops were
killed during the Iraq war, carried added gravity because they came over the
Memorial Day weekend.
“What apparently happened was
that the Iraqi forces just showed no
will to fight,” Carter said on CNN’s
“State of the Union.” “They were not
outnumbered, but in fact, they vastly outnumbered the opposing force.
And yet they failed to fight.”
U.S. officials have been saying for
several months that U.S. airstrikes
were degrading Islamic State fight-

ers in Iraq and that the radical Sunni
group, under pressure from Iraqi forces, had lost as much as 25 percent of
the territory that it gained during its
blitzkrieg last year. A large offensive
involving Iraqi army forces, Sunni
tribal fighters and American airstrikes was supposed to begin soon in
western Iraq’s Anbar province, where
Ramadi is the provincial capital.
The unexpected collapse of Iraqi
forces in Ramadi, including elite
counterterrorism troops from Iraq’s
Golden Division, suggests that the
Iraqi forces may be weaker than

Ash
Carter
Defense
secretary said
Iraqis “failed to
fight” in Ramadi.
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Project near Sonoma Raceway aims to lure wildlife
to cross dangerous Hwy. 37 using revitalized underpass

Creating safe passage

Latest
oil spill
echoes
1969
Santa Barbara catastrophe
helped pave way
for today’s response
By CATHLEEN DECKER
L O S A NG EL ES T I M ES
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SPOT TO CROSS: Don Brubaker of the San Pablo Bay National Wildlife Refuge puts up a gate Thursday at a Highway 37 tunnel being used as a wildlife corridor.
By ELOÍSA RUANO GONZÁLEZ
TH E P R E SS DE M OC R AT
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BUSY HIGHWAY: Vehicles travel Thursday on Highway 37, where an
average of 37,000 vehicles travel each day, posing a threat to wildlife.

busy stretch of road that runs along San Pablo Bay
just south of Sonoma Raceway is considered a hot
spot for roadkill.
Highway 37, which connects Novato to Vallejo, slices
right through major habitat for jackrabbits, deer, coyotes, bobcats and mountain lions. The high speed limit
and heavy congestion makes the four-lane highway an
extreme peril for animals wanting to cross.
“For animals, it’s bad news,” said Fraser Shilling, co-director of the UC Davis Road Ecology Center.
With wetland restoration going on at Sears Point, he
said, more animals will be drawn to cross the highway to
get to the newly restored marshes to the south for food
and habitat. They currently don’t have much of an option
except bolting across the road, where an average of 37,000
vehicles travel a day, Caltrans said.

By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD
NEW YOR K T I ME S

GILROY
bout 3,000 miles from New York,
members of a camera crew
gathered around Anthony Quijada, trying to do for their not-famous,
not-rich client what some high-priced
lawyers are doing for theirs in New York
courts: Make a video that can keep him
out of prison.
Lawyers are beginning to submit

A

biographical videos when their clients
are sentenced, and proponents say they
could transform the process. Defendants
and their lawyers are able to address the
court before a sentence is imposed, but
the videos are adding a new dimension to
the punishment phase of a prosecution.
Judges “never knew the totality of the
defendant” before seeing these videos,
said Raj Jayadev, one of the people making the video of Quijada, who lives in this
Northern California city of about 52,000
people. “All they knew was the case file.”
Yet as videos gain ground, there is
concern that a divide between rich and
poor defendants will widen — that camera crews and film editors will become
TURN TO VIDEOS, PAGE A7
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Videos show another side at sentencing
As ‘totality of defendant’ filmed
for judges, concern grows about
widening gap between rich, poor

LOS ANGELES — Along the
coastline north of Santa Barbara last week rose an apparition
from 1969, as oil defiled the surface of the Pacific, the beachside
rocks, wildlife.
The catastrophe offshore
from Santa Barbara 46 years ago
was huge — 3 million gallons of
oil, its release unstoppable for
weeks. The political impact was
also huge, as it essentially created one of California’s premier
movements, environmental protection.
Last Tuesday’s spill is likely
to leave a less-lasting footprint,
for many reasons.
It was smaller, at 21,000 gallons in the water and perhaps
five times that much on land.
And although the big one was a
shocker, this one really isn’t, not
after the Exxon Valdez spill and
the more recent Gulf of Mexico
blowout.
But there is another, more
positive reason why this disaster may prove less politically
meaningful: So much of the organizational hard work was accomplished back then that there
are fewer fixes to make.
In the wake of the 1969 spill,
governmental agencies were
created to protect the environment; their workers stalked the
beach in white suits last week,
replacing the volunteers who in
1969 tossed hay at the sea to soak
up oil. Environmental groups
sprang to life and have stayed
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Anthony Quijada’s image is seen in the view screen
of a camera recording him in Gilroy.
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